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moisturize, and moisturize 
some more

book/give yourself a mani-pedi
or file and clean-up nails
remember no polish is better
than chipped polish. Soft and
neutral colors work best

wax 2-3 days before your shoot
include any hair you don't want
to be seen OR Shave the morning
of 

get some beeswax or a lip mask
on those bad boys

hydrate! get that water in and
your skin will thank you, and will
also help stiffness after all the
stretching you're about to do!

TIMELINE
 

we e k  b e f o r e
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hair

food
drink

body
hair

bag

skin
 
 
 

nails

day  b e f o r e

wash + dry, light products
no flat or curling irons

 
avoid food that makes you feel

bloated + drink lots of water
 

shave the night before or in the
morning before your session

 
no baggage limit here
overpacking is okay, 

more is better than not enough

mo r n i n g  o f  s e s s i o n

exfoliate + cleanse skin

loose-fitting clothing like sweats
+ hoodie

preferably no bra + underwear

leggings + other tight clothing
can leave marks in the skin for
hours, no hair tie on the wrist

face
 

wear
 
 
 

book

shop

thrift

we e k s  b e f o r e

beauty + self-care
appointments

 
 

start early to find the perfect
pieces to wear for your session
consider shipping times when

ordering online
 

consider a little thrifting trip to
find something fun 

 
don't overlook your closet for

gems to accent your outfits  
 

 
body
hair

 
lips

 
 

drink

hunt
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Choosing your photographer is as
intimate as the session itself!

Something drew you into choosing us
for your experience. It's likely you saw
something you loved + connected with!

 
We strive for looks that align with our

brand, and since you're here you likely
already trust our vision 

When planning wardrobe for your session we love colours that both
compliment you and the aesthetic of our studio. The best choices are rich

deep jewel tones, warm earthy tones, soft pastels and classic monochrome.
Choosing neons and high contrast colours are very distracting and pull the

viewers eye away from the intended focal point. These colours can also clash
with our carefully thought out studio design and have a messy result.

CHOOSING COLORS
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w e a r  t h e s e a v o i d  t h e s e
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b r i n g  t h e s e l e a v e  a t  h o m e

Don't get wrapped up in tagged sizes
when purchasing intimate pieces. Sizing

can vary drastically between vendors
and we humans come in all different

shapes, sizes and measurements!
 

Choose outfits that make you feel good
and fit well. When in doubt or in

between sizes always opt for a little
larger versus smaller.

Body Suits
Matching Bra & Panty Sets
Coloured Bralettes
High Waisted Bottoms or Thongs
Fishnet Stockings
Heels, the higher the better

Babydolls 
Night Gowns
Props
Old Worn Shoes
Mismatched Sets

CHOOSING OUTFITS
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HOURGLASS
 Similarly proportioned top and

bottom, despite a commonly larger
bottom, clearly defined waist &

Substantial Curves
 

Similar Hip, Waist & Chest
Measurements, 

Less Curves, Smaller Bust
Most common type

 

TRIANGLE | PEAR
Rounder on the bottom, Smaller top, 

Smaller Bust
 

What is my Body Shape?

Wider Torso, Full Bust and Waist,
Flat Bottom

 

Wider top or shoulders, Smaller
Bottom, Larger Bust
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RECTANGLE | BANANA ROUND | APPLE

INVERTED TRIANGEBODY TYPE
CALCULATOR
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RECTANGLE | BANANA
 
 
 
 

ROUND | APPLE
 
 

TRIANGLE | PEAR
 
 
 

INVERTED TRIANGLE
 
 
 
 

HOURGLASS
 

Try adding curves with bikini cuts
High Waist or classic briefs will likely be
too much, leaving you swimming in
material

Try high-cut, higher waist with
thicker elastic

Avoid super high waist or max coverage
If you prefer more modest opt for
smaller than your everyday size to avoid
swimming in material

Try opting for a size larger than normal
and pieces with more material like high
waist or hipsters

Try hipsters or high waisted with more
material and structure for larger
bottoms

Choosing Bra & Panty Sets

PRO-TIP
When talking undergarments, elastic is an essential element of top-performing bottoms!

Flimsy elastic wears out quickly and rolls down often and  their lifespan can be
shortened greatly if you’re putting them in the dryer
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Choosing Bra & Panty Sets
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Don’t be afraid to float between sizes, Memorize your Sister Size, which is an alternate band and cup
size that maintains the same cup volume

Wear a t-shirt when you’re shopping, don’t be afraid to jump around in the changing room. Often
women arrive home to realize too late that a little normal activity has them spilling out of their new
cups

Stray from the contour cup, you know the popular moulded t-shirt bra style. Less supported breasts
have trouble filling these pre-fitted cups.  Try some an unlined lace for something that will support
and mould to you.

For smaller busts consider brands that specialize in petite sizing

This is where the support comes from, should always be parallel to the floor. 
Fit should be snug but not digging into your sides & back

The piece that connects the two cups, anchors the bra to the body should sit flush

Should fit smoothly, gaps underneath or spilling out over them are equal in terms of
poor fit.

BAND
 

BRIDGE
 

CUPS

Support is a huge consideration for
women, some are comfortable aux
natural. While others seek mid or

full support. Whichever you choose,
trust us to help you embrace it!
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This vs That
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Where did her body go?
 

 That's what we think
when we see these pieces.
Most women will happily
hide beneath mounds of
material. This is counter

productive to our mission
here. If you're desiring a
dress look opt for a fancy
robe, or a skirt with a lace

bralette that can be
removed or pushed aside
to show off your curves.

 
Bodysuits are incredibly

flattering on all body
types. 

 
Higher cuts will

accentuate the legs and
make them look longer
and booty rounder. An

effect that would be
completely lost under a

babydoll.
 

They are available in a
large variety of styles with
and without sleeves, more
or less coverage, feminine

and lacy or bold and
strappy.

BABYDOLLS 
VS

BODYSUITS
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This vs That
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These are essential... The
long t-shirt of the lingerie

world. Very difficult to
put together properly
without a stylist team

behind Victoria Secret.
Generally we avoid these

because it doubles
material over our

favourite curves again. If
you’re aiming for this sexy
strappy look, opt for a set

with a garter belt.

MERRY 
WIDOWS

VS
GARTER SETS
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STOCKINGS
When properly fitted thigh highs can add an extra
flair to an already sexy outfit. Purchase them 1-2
sizes larger than the package recommends. This will
help avoid them rolling down or squeezing the thigh
too tightly. If possible avoid pairs with the silicone
anti-slip strip at the top, even with sizing up these
iften squeeze tightly or roll down.

Tips for Wardrobe Staples

FISHNETS
Stop whatever you're doing and put these in
your shopping cart now!

These babies are like putting on a superhero
cape, they give you a super boost of confidence
and look good on any booty. They can be worn
solo, or paired with high-waisted bottoms.

HIGH WAISTED BLACK BOTTOMS

The staple piece your lingerie drawer has been
looking for. Flattering on every body type can
be worn as a set or paired with a cute colour
bralette or those fishnet stockings you already
ordered.
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W

For Love & Lemons
Agent Provocateur
Honey Birdette
Bordelle
La Perla

These brands are what dreams are made of
when it comes to lingerie. If you're dreaming
of a statement designer piece, look no further.
But also be prepared for the extra investment.
These outfits range from $200 - $1000+

Victoria Secret
Bluebella
La Vie en Rose
Asos
Lane Bryant
Thistle & Spire

When you think lingerie these are
probably some of the more common
brands that come to mind. They also
represent the middle ground of pricing.

Yandy
Fredericks of Hollywood
Fashion Nova
Forever 21
Adore Me
Zulily

If you're on a budget or prefer to have an
abundance of options these vendors carry
pieces that are very affordable and
photograph well.

CLASSIC BRANDS

CURVY 

LUXURY INTIMATES

Playful Promises
Torrid
Hips and Curves

These companies cater especially to
curvier ladies. Beautiful sets, stockings
and a much broader bra size range with no
skimping on the sexy like most plus
options out there!

H E R E  T O  S H O P
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BUDGET FINDS

https://www.lagentbyap.com/us/
https://us.honeybirdette.com/
https://www.bordelle.co.uk/
https://www.victoriassecret.com/
https://www.bluebella.com/
https://www.lavieenrose.com/
http://www.asos.com/
https://cacique.lanebryant.com/
https://www.yandy.com/Shopping/products/category_11.asp
https://www.fredericks.com/
https://www.fashionnova.com/collections/lingerie
https://www.forever21.com/us/shop
https://cacique.lanebryant.com/
http://www.zulily.com/
https://www.playfulpromises.com/
http://www.torrid.com/intimates/
https://www.hipsandcurves.com/
http://www.jjaeboudoir.com/
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Nudes
O u r  O u t f i t  o f  C h o i c e !

Fine Art Nudes
We cherish capturing the natural beauty of

women in nude portraits during their session.
Whether it's tasteful portraits with strategic

placements of limbs and shadows or implied with
the security of a sheet, rest assured we will allow

you to step outside your comfort zone without
pushing. The incredible thing about nudes is they
can powerfully display a dynamic range of mood.
Your images can portray as soft, vulnerable and
beautiful or bold and sensual, and anything in-

between.
 

Whether or not you've decided to include nude
portraits we are here to help guide you through

the entire experience and help you celebrate your
body!
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Start Shopping Early
Remember the smaller local
lingerie shops too
Try everything on!
Have a matching bra & panty sets
Go for texture! Lace, straps and
metal hardware add great elements
to lingerie 
Cut the tags off of everything
Stretch before your session
Eat Breakfast
Book the whole day off
Opt for a little larger versus
smaller when sizing outfits
Share BTS and tag us on Social
Media if comfortable
Tell yo friends! Referral Credits!

Get wrapped up in tag sizes when
purchasing intimates. Sizing can
vary between vendors and we
humans come in all different
shapes, sizes and measurements!
Bring outfits you're not in love with
or showing wear/piling 
Bring Props, you're not a product!
Bring a bunch of Men's shirts or
Jerseys, we're not in the business of
hiding curves
Spray Tan or use Self Tanner
Plan body-altering appointments
close to your session

Tattoos, Piercings, Laser
Treatments, Cupping
Temporary or Permanent. 
Consider bruising and the risks
of infection & swelling.
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do this but don't you dare
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S

THE VELVET COUCH

THE ANTIQUE MIRROR 

THE SILHOUETTE WINDOW

T U D I O  S E T S
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THE BEDROOM
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S

BODY JEWELRY

THE ANGEL WINGS

BETWEEN THE SHEETS 

E T  A D D - O N S
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THE SHOWER SET
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First and foremost we have to get real about spray and self-tanners. Plain and
simple,  Don't do it!  It doesn't make a difference if it's a luxury provider, the

number one selling self-tanning product, or your cousin Karen's natural
airbrushed organic tan. We realize this can be difficult to hear, but sometimes

the truth is hard to swallow but the last thing we want is to jeopardize your
session. We realize ladies often want a little extra glow for special occasions

but we promise you're going photograph beautifully without it!
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Saturated Colour
Remember that Friends episode The one

where Ross gets a tan? The colour in
tanning solutions appears quite saturated

in camera, This means you will be much
more orange than you see in the mirror.

 
This is extremely difficult and costly to edit,
if not impossible, and that is why we refuse

sessions with spray tans.
 

Uneven Colour Distribution 
Areas where there is rubbing, like your bra

band and armpits. Other areas where the
tanner concentrates such as your feet and

folds between fingers.
 

Colour Transfer
Regardless of how careful we are there is
unfortunately always colour transfer to

wardrobe or linens
 
 

Tanning FAQ

WHY WE
BOYCOTT

THE SPRAY
TAN

http://www.jjaeboudoir.com/
https://media.giphy.com/media/T5ewlwT0N20hy/giphy.gif
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You've read our strong feelings on spray tanning but
what about natural vitamin D and tanning beds?

Tanning FAQ

SUN BATHING + TANNING BEDS

If you're feeling strongly about acquiring that little extra glow or you'll be
spending time in the sun leading up to your session then we have a few
tips!

Tan up to a week before your session, and avoid tan lines!
Also, avoid listening to that friend who tells you "Oh they can just
photoshop that"... Tan lines & burns fall outside of the standard
retouching included with your images!

Use Sunscreen! This will help you keep your skin even and protect you
from UV rays and burning.

If using lotion in the tanning bed take time to get even coverage and be
sure to clean your hands before climbing in. 

Moisturize, a lot! I cannot stress the importance of doubling up your
routine to compensate for the tanning.

Don't forget your lips, often we forget them until it's time to wear lipstick
and they're chapped and flaky. Give them a brush when cleaning your
teeth and if you can never remember to carry lip balm check out one of
these awesome Lip Sleeping Masks. This can easily be added to bedtime
routine!

 
 

https://www.sephora.com/product/lip-sleeping-mask-P420652?country_switch=ca&lang=en,fr&skuId=2133510&om_mmc=ppc-GG_6471562201_81615357310_aud-845021002998:pla-418154634136_1966258_389018036388_9001346_c&gclid=Cj0KCQjwtLT1BRD9ARIsAMH3BtVpXm0r6ayEYLheuAz-KEgBSO2gyIChYafCcWe3QNLdsAkbcgnUz2oaAmVlEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds


Bathe,  Shave + Pluck if required

2 4  H O U R  C O U N T D O W N

Checklist

Arrive with a clean, moisturized face & clean hair

Bring a bra and panties or outfit for returning home

Pack Bag - More options are better than not enough

Stockings, Body Jewellry & Acessories 

Shoes, the most commonly forgotten item

Moisturizer

WWW.JJAEBOUDOIR.COM

Eat Breakfast! Posing is a workout!

Comfy loose clothing for traveling to your session

Get a good night's sleep

Verify you've filled out your pre-session questionnaire
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8FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

WARDROBE
 We recommend having at least
four outfits you love and feel
amazing in. We provide a client
closet as a backup to accompany
the pieces you bring but it's
important to be prepared and
confident with a few choices
ahead of time.

EDITING
All images at your reveal are color
corrected and skin smoothed. We
always ask before editing out
scars, stretch marks or other
blemishes on your final picks!

HAIR & MAKEUP
 Our sessions all include
complimentary hair and makeup
services by one of our
professional stylists that we have
hand picked for not only their
quality skills but personality too!

IMAGE RELEASE 
We take your privacy very
seriously, and only share images
with permission from our clients.

REVEALS
 We do same day reveal and order
appointments which means you
get to see your images the same
day as your shoot! Yay! 

SESSION LENGTH
 Sessions last from 9:00AM to
about 3:00PM.  

PAYMENT
 Payment is due at your same day
order appoinment. We accept
credit cards, and also offer a 5%
cash discount, and have multiple
payment plan options available.  

BRINGING A GUEST
We recommend flying solo for
this life changing and
pampering experience. Friends
or Spouses can be distracting
while shooting, and make it
impossible for you to relax
during our session. 
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S c h e d u l e  Y o u r
C o m p l i m e n t a r y  C o n s u l t

C a l l  T o d a y  T o  B o o k  Y o u r
D r e a m  S h o o t !   

Im Ready, Lets Chat! 

http://www.jjaeboudoir.com/
https://www.jjaeboudoir.com/scheduler
https://www.jjaeboudoir.com/scheduler
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Not already a part of our VIP Group? Want to join a community of incredible
women with open minds and common interests ? 

Hey,  I'm Jaclyn! Your soon-to-be Boudoir Photographer! I did my
own shoot in July of 2021, and it was absolutely life changing for
me. Im a mom of 3, a wife, and entrepreneur. To say I always put

myself last is a HUGE understatement. Boudoir completely
transformed the way I see myself, and present myself to the world.

Confidence is something you cannot put a price tag on. Are you
ready to make your mark?

Book your free consult

More Questions?

JOIN OUR VIP GROUP

http://www.instagram.com/jjaeboudoir
http://www.facebook.com/jjaeboudoir
mailto:jaclyn@jjaeboudoir.com
https://www.jjaeboudoir.com/scheduler
https://www.facebook.com/groups/409264770162963/

